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Sister Blister

“Explore the world as much as you can for

there are hidden gems in every corner.”
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"This trip brought all of us on one
table after a long time. There was
a conversation here & joke there.
It indeed will be one of the most
memorable trips of our life"

&Wanderlust
CITY DUST
Always take the
scenic route...



It was 2011 when I first took my maiden trip to the

United States of America. I was in my early twenties

– fresh out of college and excited to travel solo with

just two of my college friends. With dreams in our

eyes to explore the big west uninhibited we hoped

to make new friends, travel carefree from east to

west, be a kid, indulge in Disney, bask in the sun,

laze on the beaches, party like there’s no tomorrow,

live with strangers and with family, fall in love and

most of all, make the best memories – that was the

summer of 2011, just like a dream!

Come 2019, those memories flashed back instantly –

as if they beckoned me to time travel one more

time and to go back to the place where I made

memories which had their own blooming journeys,

go back and witness those journeys!

In 2011, Avani was this vivacious young professional

living all by herself in a cute studio apartment in

Irvine. She had just met the love of her life, Saurin,

when Ajay was freshly graduated with his Master’s

and had just started exploring the hotel industry.

Back then, the hotel was his home and room service

his bliss, when Dhara just had Kahaan and was such

an inspirational young Homemaker - being the best

mom, wife and daughter-in-law all at once and

lovingly so. Rashu didi was the synonym to the

happiest little family who were on the brink of

buying their dream home and were starting a

beautiful new life there...and many other people

and experiences who came with their own journeys

and became very dear friends along my journey

precisely 8 years back!

Then comes 2019 and I decide to fly again back to

a country which was home to many of my loved

ones that were now having different lives - many

married, most of them well settled, and me, a more

passionate and well-versed traveler along these 8

years in between. Let’s see what the summer of

2019 brings along as we unveil this journey!
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It is one of the best feelings in this world to see your cousin’s love interest turn into a family member. Something similar happened

with Avani and Saurin. In 2011, when I bid my dearest sister Avani a heartfelt goodbye at the end of my trip, I’d become friends with

Saurin too! I knew he was special and I had made fond memories of the summer spent with him and Avani. But little did I know that

come 2013, he’d become my brother-in-law. It’s been 6 years since then and except from the summer of 2011 and the wedding fun of

2013, I knew close to nothing about my brother-in-law. How wonderful a life he and my sister has shaped in these 6 years in between.

What have been their landmark memories and just about how new life is for the both of them in their together forever ahead.

For me, it was a combination of a trunk full of things, feelings, places, and people I was coming back to. How would I fill the gap of

eight years in just two weeks? Of course, I was excited, rather sentimental about it. When I landed in Los Angeles, I was overwhelmed

to be received by Saurin. There was a different vibe we shared this time - he’d become my brother-in-law, who earlier was just my

sister’s special someone. He came to pick me up at the airport and the drive to their place was one and a half hour long. Meanwhile,

I was updated on the new car Saurin had purchased - his favorite TESLA, how he coped up with his career, life after marriage – I was

curious to know the place I had just landed in and Saurin was happy to indulge. I truly found a friend in Saurin, after knowing each

other from a distance for eight years.

Marriages are indeed made in heaven &
friendships? Well, they are developed by

love, respect & understanding.



Sitting by the beach, feet covered with sand and mind filled with
utter tranquility! Sounds highly imaginative, doesn’t it? However, in
the best of companies, you may once in a while find a vacation or
even a day with loved ones exactly like that. 

It was just my second day and I was supposed to be a jet lagged
Indian girl in America but being the typical, hyper-active traveller
that I am, I didn’t wish to waste a single minute of indulging in this
foreign land - exploring new places and making new friends. My
first morning in America was the cutest – with Avani wanting to be
with me all the time, taking work from home that day, after years
and years of separation, we could literally hold on to each other for
a century.

I was in awe of how my sister who was just a girl until years back,
had grown into a responsible woman. It is a real bliss to see your
sister have a happy house of her own, take on responsibility and
bind it all together with affection and love – she made me the best
espresso and pancakes that morning and I literally started my day
like an American having breakfast at Tiffany’s – but for me, it was at
Avani’s, which will always be more special than at Tiffany’s.

Saurin wrapped up work early too and as a part of catching up with
all that was missed and details that could not be discussed over
call, the two decided to take me to their favorite Laguna Beach,
specifically, at an uber-cool place called “The Deck” - it was the
perfect Boutique bar/lounge overlooking the gorgeous ocean and
just like spice in the drink, we were joined by their friends – Riddhi
and Sohail and there began a new special friendship. 

Saurin and Sohail were happy to indulge in their drinks, which
worked perfectly, for us girls had so much gossip to catch up on
over two countries. We clicked pretty pictures while the sun went
down. I had a gala time listening to each of them pulling the other’s
leg, getting nostalgic about their Bombay connection over a
marathon of drinks. Some evenings are truly La Dolce vita and then
they finish as a perfect burger night like ours. What a wonderful first
day I had of being a Californian!

effect

The



WHERE  TO?

When you go for a vacation, you go all touristy! You wish to explore every nook and corner; checking out the local food, culture,

art and tech as you walk down the streets. Talk about timing and being lucky, I had the best of both as I almost landed and

started my vacation on a weekend.

It was Saturday Morning and Avani and Saurin were both totally free of work commitments. We could not waste a moment not

doing crazy things together. An impromptu plan leads to great adventures, exactly the same thing with our first Saturday

together in LA. We set out to explore the city and roam around downtown, starting with the Grand Central Market. It was a

mecca for food lovers with buzzing stalls of varied dishes from around the world. I still remember how we tried to grab

everything by strategizing the fastest pickup ques and having the best bites with halo-halo, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches

followed by some Korean fried rice - it was surely like the Manek Chowk of Downtown LA. We visited a lot of picturesque

places with beautiful graffiti, silent libraries and scintillating coffee houses all in a single day! Be it the LA Art District, The

LastBookstore, Blue Dot – it was like there was no tomorrow and the city had to be explored as a do-or-die mission! My

favourite memory was of us taking the Angel's Flight (an inclined tram up the hill). It felt as if Avani and I were kids again,

eagerly waiting for a fun fair ride. Like they say age is just a number – be young forever! Surely we drove Saurin crazy with all

our rendezvous and pictures, but the man was happy to entertain his two special ladies.

“He is not the one who would take selfies. He was rather fed up with all the pictures & roaming 
around. Still, he just went with the flow to make me feel at home and  I’m so glad for that!”



Just as Sonam and Rhea are two sisters who can’t do without each

other, let’s say Avani and I also crave each other the same! So, in

the resonance we share with The Kapoor sisters, we often stalk not

only their fashion and lifestyle but their travel journeys and

indulgences too and that’s exactly what we did that Saturday

morning!

We opened Sonam Kapoor’s Instagram profile to find all the cool

places in LA that she visited while she was in the States. After much

reading, stalking and chatting (of course), we went to exactly each

and every place she did and clicked pictures at the same spots

where Sonam did! Hang on, could someone please sponsor a trip to

LA already? The Last Bookstore was the iconic one on our list. A

sprawling 22,000 sq ft of all book lovers’ paradise - now, we call

this our true Disneyland! Avani and I, as kids, were complete geeks

drowned in our books, each summer vacation, ranging from fairy

tales to life lessons. And visiting this paradise on my American

rendezvous got us both nostalgic of our childhood indulgence of an

imaginary world! We clicked some good 200 pictures to find that

one perfect frame which twinned with Sonam’s Last Bookstore

check in click. Girls will always be girls!

Oonam



By now we’d driven Saurin crazy with all our girly checklists. So now

was Saurin’s turn to tick off his fun checklist for the evening and oh

boy, what a fantastic evening trail he chose! It was around 5 p.m.

and he decided to enjoy the cocktail sunset view at this absolutely

stunning French inspired rooftop bistro, Perch. With jaw dropping

views of Downtown LA skyline, it was truly a series of dope days,

chill nights, good company and sunshine vibes at Perch - you can’t

help but fall in love with this one!

The next stop was Spire 73, a super chic lounge on the 73rd floor of

Intercontinental hotel LA, apart from the experience being swanky

with some amazing music, ambience and people around. My

favourite moments were when Saurin recalled all the chill guy’s

nights they’d had there with crazy stories and fun memories. This

truly was Saurin’s way of spending a quality time – fun

conversations, good food and happy high vibes, our man finally had

his high of the evening and Avani and I had the best time seeing

him indulge. So by then, I was a happy high too and for the sober

down effect, they took me to their favourite Ramen place. It surely

was a wobbly walk for me, reaching there, but that’s another story.

For now, here’s to the night we felt alive...let the good times roll at

Spire 73!

Sister
BL ISTER



What do I say about this place...for Irviners, it might be their most festive mall but for me, it was like my happy place and my

second home. Every chance I got to pick a place to meet old friends, have sunkissed afternoons all by myself or just be a

shopaholic on yet another weekday, Irvine spectrum was my go-to spot each time. For everyone else, it was just another

shopping arena but for me, it was like my happy campus. I met Maya and Mickey there – friends that I had made 8 years ago

when I first travelled across the USA. What fun evenings and afternoons I shared with them! Mickey was just married the last

time I visited her and now, she was a mother to two naughty boys who were the apple of her eyes. And Maya, she was still the

happy young girl with innumerable dreams in her eyes, passion for travel and a girl raised between two cultures; one who loved

her roots yet grew new wings of freedom from her American belonging. She’d come to meet me just for an hour but we didn’t

realise when the entire day passed - having gelatos, strolling around the Irvine Spectrum and talking about life, love, dreams,

our next travel bucket list. Some moments are pure bliss and some friendships are forever young; ours was one such!

Spectrum
S P E C T A C L E

I R V I N E
"Oh Irvine spectrum, how much I loved

each day I saw you, took rides on the giant
wheels, met my favourite people...so much
so that after a point, Avani asked me why I
didn’t tent and start camping there since I

visited it almost everyday."



S
A family of

I’d arrived in the USA solo but two weeks down, it was time for Mom and Dad to

join in. So come mid-June, the parents arrived. Saurin made the trip to the

airport yet again and his Tesla wooed them too. The minute I saw them come to

Avani’s home, I immediately told myself, “How can I ever feel homesick when

home travels along and home is where they are...and they are here!”. Now the

official happy times had started; until now, I was the newbie in town and Saurin

and Avani guided me around but the roles would flip and it was my turn to

indulge Mom and Dad into the Californian vibe and how ecstatic I was to wear

my travel guide cap just like a true American flaunting her land!

Just how I had started my first outing with Laguna beach, I chose to do that for

Mom dad too. No, we didn’t go to the deck, we just went to the beach and

soaked ourselves in the happy azure ocean waves. Like they say, happiness

comes in waves! It was soon gelato time post the beach hours and this time, we

went to Avani and Saurin’s favourite gelato place in the Laguna Art district and

had the best sinful rose-petaled gelato. It was an evening spent just like Italians

appreciating the “Dolce far Niente”.



Avani always told me, “My neighbourhood is the

prettiest. Sometimes when I go for a vacation, it

doesn’t feel as pretty and I’m homesick within

minutes”. And oh boy, how true it was - how many

of us are lucky enough to be able to stay in a

neighbourhood with 3 of the most beautiful

beaches dotting its edge? One after the other, she

took us to see all of those pretty beach fronts so we

could absorb the beauty and watch an exceptional

sunset at least once in our lifetime. 

Laguna Beach – I’d already taken mom and dad on

their Day-1 touristy afternoon and we could never in

a 100 summers get tired of that view!

Balboa Beach – it was a Thursday and the sun was

just about to dip when Avani wrapped up her work

day early to pick us up and drive us to yet another

breathtaking beachfront. Fancy dockyards,

weekend beachfront homes, each porch inviting of

good times - I couldn’t believe that life could feel

so rewarding and fulfilling, all at once! There we

were - Me, Avani, Mom and Dad, strolling along the

postcard perfect walkways and nostalgic about

how a couple of decades back, it was the same

four of us whiling away in a home garden each

summer and come vacation of 2019, life united us in

this stroll across thousands of miles where people

wait a lifetime to belong and retire with good

times. We were still the same happy group, creating

these little memories with each step in time!

Newport Beach - It was the perfect picnic-worthy

and sunny Sunday when we packed our baskets

with fruits and sandwiches, putting on our flip flops

and hats and ran into the sands of the most fun

beach we had seen until then. It was like a family of

Avengers in a lazy Sunday beachy mood – Saurin

and Dad pitched the perfect beach umbrella with

most retro Bollywood music playing on the speaker

as we basked in the sun with chit chats, fun, and

the us girls ran into the waves and got drenched to

our heart’s content! Some days take you back to

childhood and Newport did the same. Our fun

didn’t just end in the waves; we had piers and

rental cycles paving our fun times ahead - It was

one of the most fun days together as a family which

started on a beach and ended in a Pav Bhaji feast.

Goodbye
MONDAY

B L U

E

S



&CITY DUST



To a day we truly felt like tourists, to a day in Los Angeles! This was my second time in LA, post the crazy weekend I’d visited

with Saurin and Avani exploring the young crazy way. But this time around, it was with Mom and Dad, ternaries in place and a

clock timing its way! And what a day it was – starting with an open bus hop on-hop off tour across the Hollywood Boulevard,

driving past many a million dollar dreams!

On a very early Friday morning, we found ourselves exploring one of the most glamourous neighbourhoods across the world -

be it a chilly ride through Dolbytheatre, Madame Tussauds, the Hollywood Sign, Fox Studios, Venice Beach or strolling across

the Walk of Fame and clicking a picture against our favourite stars, it felt like a vacation where a genie had granted all our

wishes. As a child, I remember we rarely took vacations and that too, only in and around Gujarat and that day when I saw my

parents clicking photos with their favourite Hollywood look-alikes and sipping hot chocolate at Ghirardelli House, feeling and

looking like the happiest youngsters – it just made me pause and realise that dreams do come true!

We had a great first touristy day in LA although Mom did squeeze in her afternoon nap in the ride that drove across many

Hollywood Celebrity homes but who cares, life is but a dream! If you ever find yourself in this stunning American city, there is

no way you’re going back home without getting a taste of all the fun! If there’s really heaven out there, it’s right here. We truly

felt like we were living the reel life for real. One more day ended and we happily had Saurin’s favourite Tesla driving us back

home with endless chatter of how touristy LA made us feel, yet how much we preferred being back home with the couple and

spending endless hours in idle chit chats.



I met Tanvi in Avani’s wedding in 2013 back in India and in that one week of fun and frolic

somewhere, we kindled a joyous friendship. I attended her wedding in India the following year in my

sister’s absence and come 2019, she is settled in San Diego with her loving husband, a darling

daughter and their adorable dog, Harry. How could I come so far and not meet her? So that day was

planned for a day trip to the sunny, beachy, beautiful San Diego with an evening rendezvous with

Tanvi in her new world! San Diego is 70 miles of pristine beaches and a dazzling array of world-class

family attractions - I’d never seen so many Sea Lions basking in the sunlight in my entire life. As I got

on the stunning ‘La jolla’ beach, I got it why it was called the Sunshine city, getting inspired by the

carefree Sea Lions, we decided to just stroll around leisurely like carefree travellers, getting food

from the beach hawkers, clicking funniest candids at the mostunconventional spots and just enjoying

the moment – even Saurin readily agreed for the pictures this time. 

O N V E R S A T I O N S

never fall short



The rest of the afternoon went by exploring the neighbourhoods close by, licking refreshing gelatos and seeing the

iconic – “THE KISS“ and feeling the thrill of young passion. 

The sun went down and it was time to see Tanvi, Harsh, Ileana and Harry. We went to a cute Italian place and the

next two hours were like a big Indian family reunion with delicious food, Harsh’s humour and Ileana’s growing up

stories, subtle hints to Avani and Saurin of it being time of adding to their clan and just pure laughter. That’s the thing

about vacations in places which are home to friends and family, you might be a foreigner but there’s still always a

home and a warm heart to welcome you, to host you, to tickle you and sometimes to be a part of celebrating some

of the best moments of your life and making you feel at home away from home.

The best things in life are the places you’ve been, the people you’ve met and the memories you’ve made along the

way. 50 days of summer in America turned out to be a trunkful of memories that I'll carry forever ahead. By now, it

was about three weeks of spending a wonderful chunk of our 50 days of American rendezvous with Avani and Saurin.

It was time to bid adieu and explore ahead solo, with a hope to see them soon!



on tour

There were days when we were travelling solo and

there were days when we were surrounded by family. It

was Labour day weekend and it was a time we spent in

Raleigh visiting Ajay and Gudiya, who till yesteryears

were my summer vacation cousins connections and

today were young, dynamic professionals settled in

their own world and proudly making it there on their

own. Aju was married by then and Gudiya was finishing

her Master’s in the same town. 

So, it was a weekend beyond our expectations and

imaginations – we were a big, happy, Indian family with

Avani, Saurin, Ajay, Bunny, Gudiya, Sri, Bua, Sharad

Uncle and a big, blue beach house, doing the most

important thing which we all had completely skipped in

all these years of busy schedules and life targets - to

live, laugh and love and just hang around the house, go

to the beach, cook lovely Indian food for each other (Of

course!), play games and most importantly, get to know

each other again.

My most memorable moments will always be gorging on

Dabeli, Khichdi and simplethings like sitting on the deck

on a pleasant, windy day and watching fireworks with

people I adored - those are the moments that truly

make life worthwhile. And of course, Aju finally fulfilled

his childhood wish of enjoying a glass of whiskey with

Mama; it was unbelievable but for real that day! Thanks

to Bunny for selecting this very special blue house

because our days here were filled with so much love

and laughter, this will always be a magical place.



We wrapped up our wonderful memories at the beach house and drove back toRaleigh, at Aju’s place. On the way, it

was a quick stop at Aju and Gudiya’s university - the NC State university. Mom felt like a college kid again, seeing the

campus and sprawling massive library at Gudiya’s Uni. They had robotic systems incorporated to run the book selection

and dispatch system – it thrilled mom to an extent, she felt like joining university once again. That’s the thing about

sweet day dreams – while Aju studied almost a decade back and his family could never visit him in his university days.

Finally seeing Gudiya again at that stage in her life and this time, we were around. We had already started anticipating

Gudiya’s convocation in those empty hallways and already cheered this celebration over an ice cream treat by our

proud Gudiya at her favorite little ice cream shoppe on campus!

And at the end of each celebration, home is always a desired ground – Dad wasturning 60 in the coming weeks and

what could be a better time to celebrate than in the company of all our loved ones around? It was a fun evening with a

lovely fruit cake and loads of laughter and recollection of old memories in Aju and Bunny’s cozy home!

MEMORIES

An album of



A place where most people go just to

travel and collect souvenirs, the most

important thing we did was come back

with a lot more than what we started out

with - be it loved ones, new close

relationships and so many sweet

memories. We had so many beautiful

reasons to be happy. The fifty days of

summer in America turned out to be a

trunkful of memories that we cherish.

Every person we met, every experience

left an impression on our hearts and

minds.

“This trip brought all of us on one

table after a long time. There was a

conversation here and a joke there. It

indeed will be one of the most

memorable trips of our life.”



CONGRATULATIONSCONGRATULATIONS
Soon there will be a day in your life, when you'll look back to this magazine with a heart full of
nostalgia and mild tear holding onto the edge of your eyelashes, and you'll suddenly realise that by
investing in your memories ; your past, you have indirectly invested in your future. By the way, such
a day of realisation will occur every few months starting from now. Brace yourselves !

FOR YOUR INVESTMENT WITH GUARANTEED

RETURNS, WITH NO T&C APPLIED.( )
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